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Innovation and Leadership Do you know what role you play in innovating and leading within the organization?  Is this all up to you to do on your 
own?  Leave knowing what you can do on your own to support two critical functions of innovation and leadership.

Snapshot of the Leadership Pipeline
Tools to prepare everyone in your organization all the way from entry-level staff to YOU and your highest execs to get 
to the next level of leadership.  How do you effectively prepare your team for advancement?  What you should be 
doing now.

Succession Planning- do's and don'ts

Developing a Culture of Leaders

The Intersection of Leadership and Technology

How and when do you put a succession plan in place for key positions, and yourself within the organization.

Can you motivate yourself through monotony or pressures of work? How about motivating and energizing your team? 
Do you know what makes your direct reports and your organizations team members perform at their highest level?  

There may be a small handful of people that are truly "born leaders", but most of us become leaders from experience, 
training and mentoring.  What you need to be doing to develop leaders in your organization and a culture that promotes 
growth and longevity.

Operational Effectiveness How much time do you spend looking at the effectiveness of your current operations?  Do you have a method to evaluate 
your operations?  What should have the most of your attention? Come to this session to learn some best practices. 

"Other" Leadership/Management Topic Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include your proposed session name with your 
summary in application process.

The best business leaders understand and leverage technology in their lives and operations.  The best technical 
leaders understand the business and operations and communicate in those terms.  The INTERSECTION of business and 
technology is the key.  Are you a master of that intersection?  

Top level executives face unique challenges and their decisions regularly determine the fate and success of the 
organization and its employees.  What are some best practices to be successful?

Recruiting and maintaining talent is painfully difficult for most organizations.  What are some strategies you can use 
to make you more successful?
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KEY POINTSSESSION

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE:
Board approved session topics are divided under SIX tracks at the TribalNet Conference
1. Leadership/Management Track
2. IT Security Track
3. General Operations and Technology Track
4. Tribal Gaming/Hospitality Technology Track
5. Tribal Government Technology Track
6. Health Technology Track

The sessions you see under each track are all one-hour breakout sessions (unless otherwise noted). Use this guide to see which session you'd l ike to 
request to present on and see what the key points are from the advisor y board on what they feel should be delivered on the topic of choice.  Use the 
key points as a guide to developing your own key learnings and summary for the speaker application form.  

LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT TRACK

Best Practices for Executive Leadership- top
challenges and how to overcome

Strategies for Your Getting and Keeping Your
Best Workforce- the war for talent

Personal Leadership Fundamentals- leveraging
motivational factors
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Incident Response- from a security perspective IT security is constantly working to prevent incidents from occurring.  However, we have all learned that IT security is 
far from a perfect science, and incidents will occur.  Are you prepared to handle both minor and major incidents?

IOT and Security It seems like every device is now connected to both our networks and the internet.  How do I protect my organization 
from every connect THING.

Digital Transformation- what it is and what it isn't

Security Awareness- phishing training

GDPR

Tired of hearing about  "Digital Transformation" and people asking if you are on the right track?  Come to this session 
to help put a reasonable scope around this industry buzz term. 

You want to move your data to the cloud to improve access, reduce cost and take advantage of everything the 
"cloud" has to offer.  How do you ensure data integrity, security and common regulatory hurdles? Does Hosted vs 
Hybrid matter?

The employees of your organization have long been the biggest (and most difficult to manage) security vulnerability.  
Security awareness is the best tool to "patch that vulnerability.  This session will give you some best practices to 
employ in your organization.

Cyber Security Prevention & Information Sharing To allow access or deny it?  To share information or keep it secure?  What to be aware of.

Cyber Insurance Navigation
What do all these security topics mean if you aren't properly navigating the maze of Cyber Insurance for your 
organization. Who should be engaged and should know what you need? Your CFO? Your GM, Your CIO?  Leave this session 
with confidence that you can say- yes, yes and yes.

It may have started in Europe, but this personal data protection law is affecting organizations around the world.  Do 
you understand the requirements and have the right processes, policies and procedures in place to protect your 
organization and customers today and in the future?

It is easy to spend money on security.  How do you know the right spend to meet the right mix of risk versus reward for an 
organization of your size in your specific industry?  How do you communicate this in a manner that supports the necessary 
(and reasonable) security budget?  Do you know your security "score" and does it dictate how much you should spend?  

Still praying that your organization does not become a victim of ransomware?  Come to this session to learn some best 
practices to proactively avoid being the next victim.
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Security Spend- what's right for MY organization

Ransomware

"Other" IT Security Topic Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include your proposed session name with your 
summary in application process.

This is something IT leaders deal with EVERY day and isn't going away. There is always something to improve and more 
to learn on this important day to day topic.Securing Mobile Devices

The Cloud for Tribes- data integrity, regulatory
hurdles, hosted vs hybrid

IT SECURITY TRACK

4. Tribal Gaming/Hospitality Technology Track
5. Tribal Government Technology Track
6. Health Technology Track
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Technology Strategic Planning & Structure-
so many divisions

Planning in a tribal environment is complicated.  With so many different departments 
and needs, how do I best support and budget for such a diverse organization?

Emergency Management & Incident Response
Planning- whose plan is this?

Who should really be responsible for Emergency and Incident Response planning?  
This session will help you form a plan to get the correct departments and resources 
involved in the process.

Blockchain Technology- understanding potential
uses: finance, security, purchasing and more

Technology Policies & Procedures- baseline fo
any organization

"Other" General Operations/Tech Topic

You've heard the term over and over again- what to know that you don't already and 
how can tribal organizations apply this technology?

This session will provide insight and guidance to creating and/or improving your data 
governance process using best practices and methodologies

So we all have policies and procedures, but none of them are the same? Why is that?  
What is the baseline for what policies and procedures an organization needs to know that 
they are "covered"?

IT Governance Audit- is your IT department
aligned with the rest of the organization?

How well does your technology strategy align with the vision of the organization?  How 
often do executives in the organization consider the technology strategy?   How do you 
measure this?

Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include your 
proposed session name with your summary in application process.
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Data Governance Roadmap

GENERAL OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY TRACK
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Do you know your customer? Does your organization have a real plan to map technology directly to customers and 
customer experience?  Come see how some organizations are achieving this.

The news is busting with new sports betting stories each day since the federal legalization earlier this year.  What 
does that mean for you, for indian gaming as a whole and how to prepare?

Is the industry growing, shrinking or changing drastically?  What do I need to know to have the best strategies in place?

How do I best engage my customers with their mobile devices?   Are we doing what we should, or are there 
additional mobile tools we should be considering?

TITO was a baby step towards a cashless gaming floor, but when will our industry fully embrace true cashless. What 
should I be considering to prepare for this?

Along with sports betting, E-sports and Fantasy betting is a booming industry with a growing customer base.  What 
should I be considering to make sure I am taking advantage of this opportunity for my organization?

Is it time to start accepting cryptocurrency?  Come to this session to find out how this new payment type is growing and 
presenting new opportunities and challenges in our industry.

What technology should I consider for my existing hotel?   What should I consider for a new build?  What is available?  
In this session you will learn about some of the latest (and coolest) tech available for hotel properties.

Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include your proposed session name with your 
summary in application process.
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TRIBAL GAMING / HOSPITALITY TECHNOLOGY TRACK

Customer Experience & Journey Mapping

Sports Betting and the Impact on Tribal Gaming

State of the Industry Overview- Tribal Gaming

Cashless Floor

Cryptocurrency- future and regulations

Mobile Strategies- apps and opportunities fo
guest facing

Hotel Room Tech- smart rooms, knowing who is
in rooms, bluetooth on locks

E-Sports and Fantasy Impact on Gaming

"Other" Gaming/Hospitality Topic
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Do applications work separately for each division or department of your organization.  Do they share data or 
interface?  This is a common problem in a diverse organization with grant funded programs.  How do you integrate 
systems to improve member services and data sharing?

Come to this session to hear about some best practices and solutions used by tribal courts, safety and law 
enforcement.

Wi-fi, cellular coverage and Internet access is still a problem in many rural areas of the country.  What are some 
solutions that tribes employ to improve coverage across their communities and land?

An online portal that creates a one-stop shop for Membership Services is something that most tribes aspire to.  
Where are we at in the process of creating a solution that all tribes can use?  What does that look like?

What data should we be collecting and analyzing to best understand our members and organizations?   Hear from some 
experts on the subject.

What are the grant opportunities that I should be considering specific to technology and tribes?

Hear from several tribes and agencies regarding topics in broadband communications and telecom across their tribal 
communities. Discover funding sources, new technology, initiatives and what to know in the space of broadband and 
telecom for Tribes

The safety and security of cultural documents and member info is critical to any Native American organization.   We 
will share some best practices and solutions.

Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include your proposed session name with your 
summary in application process.
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TRIBAL GOVERNMENT TECHNOLOGY TRACK

Member Service Delivery- breaking down
application silos

Digitizing the Law Enforcement and
Judicial Division

Community WI-FI & Cellular Service Obstacles-
solutions for rural areas

Data Analytics from an Academic Viewpoint

Broadband/Telecom for Tribes

"Other" Tribal Gov't Topic

Membership Service Portals

Archival & Digitization of Cultural Documents

Grants and IT's Involvement for Funding
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Technology and the Caregiver- a patient perspective What role should the technologist play in making a better experience and care for
a patient?

Data Analytics in the Primary Care Setting-
patient outcome & admin functions

Best practices for data collection and analysis will be discussed.  Make sure you are 
not only collecting the right data, but using it effectively to the benefit of the patient.

Provider Onboarding Training and Credentialing -
best practices

State of the Industry Overview- Tribal Health

What are the best practices to on-boarding new staff so that they can become 
acclimated and effective as soon as possible?

When does it make sense to introduce mobile devices to the patient care process?  
When should I not use them?  What are the security concerns I need to be aware of?

Health care is a fast changing environment.  Come to this session to learn about the state 
of the industry and some trends that may effect how you provide care in the near future.

Developing an Informatics Workforce 
From super-uses to project management, certifications and classed, what is the best path 
and structure to have in place that supports the effective use of technology across the 
organization?  How do I put a structure in place that is sustainable as well as effective?

Health Information Exchange Health care is a fast changing environment.  Come to this session to learn about the state 
of the industry and some trends that may effect how you provide care in the near future.

Find out what's new on this critical topic.

Common security issues, policies and risks. How to be prepared and what you may
be overlooking.
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New Performance Interoperability (MU)

Use this topic selection if you have a suggested session not seen above- include 
your proposed session name with your summary in application process."Other" Health IT Topic

Health IT Security and Risk Assessment

Mobile Devices and Apps- telehealth, hipaa,
scripts, fitness, health status and beyond

HEALTH IT TRACK


